
The plural of nouns

1. Here is the latest news. …….. about the elections.
a) They are
b) It is
c) There are
2. There is too ……… furniture in my room.
a) Much
b) Many
c) Few
3. I can see three …….. working on the site.
a) mans
b) men
c) man
4. The police …… caught the burglars.
a) has
b) was
c) have
5. My family ……. made up of 5 persons.
a) are
b) were
c) is
6. The programme includes visiting several ……..
a) cities
b) citys
c)cityes
7. All …….. strive to be happy.
a) people
b) peoples
c)peopleses
8. What do they need two ………. for?
a) pianoes
b) pianoses
c) pianos
9. We did hope there wouldn’t be any ………. In the forest.
a) wolfs
b) wolves
c) wolfes
10. ……….. aren’t always considered the most pleasant persons.
a) Mother-in-laws
b) Mothers-in-laws
c) Mothers-in-law
11. She’s got the most beautiful ……… I’ve ever seen.
a) tooths
b) teeths
c) teeth
12. They have lots of animal species on their farm, including …….
a) oxen
b) oxes
c) oxs
13. He promised to finish both ………. by the end of the year.
a) thesis
b) theses
c) thesises



14. The ………… live mainly in China.
a) Chineses
b) Chinesis
c) Chinese
15. Cattle are domestic animals.
a) are
b) is
c) was
16. Please give me another ……. of paper.
a) slice
b) item
c)sheet
17. Dominoes …….. very enternaining to play.
a) are
b) are being
c) is
18. Waiter, two …….. , please!
a) coffees
b) cups of coffee
c) cups of coffees
19. Where ………my jeans?
a) are
b) it is
c) is
20. Can you lend me that ………..?
a) scissors
b) scissor
c) pair of scissors
21. I can’t fiind my glasses. Have you seen ……. ?
a) it
b) him
c) them
22. He was blamed for his bad ……….
a) manners
b) manneres
c) manner
23. The young ……. very energetic.
a) are
b) is
c) has been
24. ……….. is an interesting school subject.
a) Mathematic
b) Mathematices
c) Mathematics
25. In this river you can fiind several ………..
a) fish
b) fishes
c) fishs
26. We need to settle a few definite ………. to select the best candidate for the job.
a) criterion
b) criteriones
c) criteria
27. He gave her a bunch of ………… on Valentine’s Day.
a) forgets-me-not



b) forget-me-nots
c) forgets-me-nots
28. These clothes were in fashion in the ……..
a) 1940s
b) 1940
c) 1940s’
29. How many ………… have you got lately?
a) informations
b) information
c) pieces of information
30. Could you give me a ……….. of chocolate, please?
a) item
b) bar
c) lump
31. Look! There’s a …….. of fish swimming among the stones!
a) shoal
b) flock
c) crowd
32. Although she looks nice, I don’t like her …………
a) way
b) ways
c) waies
33. Here is your change: 3 pounds and 5 …………..
a) pennies
b) pence
c) pences
34. They have dug through several ……….. of soil.
a) strata
b) stratum
c) stratus
35. Being his elder brother, he thought of giving him ………… advice.
a) a
b) an
c) some


